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There are numerous instances in the law where small firms have been granted exemptions from regulatory restrictions.¹ The major justification offered by the proponents for this exemption of small firms is the claim that regulation has a disproportionate effect on these companies.² For example, in the area of securities law, regulation of small firms has drawn criticism throughout the years.³ It has been lamented that “the [Securities Exchange Commission] SEC [has] never . . . understood small businesses, their capital needs, their importance to our economy, and the special circumstance they face . . . .”⁴ Similarly, since its enactment in 2002, the Sarbanes-Oxley legislation (SOX)⁵ has been highly criticized for the level of expense it has imposed upon firms’ efforts to comply with the legislation.⁶

In order to decide if regulation should be lenient towards small firms, we need to first understand what types of firms are likely to be engaged in illicit activity. If we knew that small firms are also likely to violate laws, as a matter of public policy, should we continue to exempt firms from regulatory scrutiny solely due to size? That is, should size matter in regulatory policy decisions? Furthermore, should size be a factor when prosecutors target firms for investigation?

Policy makers, however, face an unavoidable endogeneity problem when addressing the question of optimal regulation. First, if certain groups of firms are not carefully scrutinized, then we cannot be certain that they are abiding by the regulations. Second, if small firms are statutorily excluded from regulatory compliance, it is quite possible that exclusion will lead to socially harmful actions by these firms, yet such actions may not be detected because they are not covered by regulations. Third, regulatory authorities may systematically target large and visible firms either due to their greater perceived deterrent value or greater chance of financial recovery. Finally, regulatory authorities may also pursue larger firms to further their personal career prospects, even if these targets do not provide the best chance of recovery or deterrent value. Thus policy makers would be advised to exercise caution before relying on prosecutions or investigations to decide which types of firms are engaging in illicit activity and thus worthy of regulation or investigation. While this endogeneity problem is easy to understand, it is difficult to document. After all, we typically do not know if certain firms are violating a statute unless they are caught doing it. This paper provides a data point relevant to this policy discussion by using the options backdating context to circumvent the endogeneity issue discussed above. The backdating scenario provides a unique opportunity to predict which firms are likely to have engaged in illegal backdating activity. By examining the timing of option grants and the stock price patterns, we can compute a statistical likelihood of backdating regardless of whether a firm is ever identified as a possible back-dater. In most circumstances, this kind of ex-ante likelihood of engaging in an illicit activity is not available. Typically, there is some suspicion of illicit activity, which leads to an investigation, which is then followed by resolution. If there is no investigation, there can be no estimate of the probability of the illicit activity. However, using our complete options grant database,⁷ we can establish the
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likelihood that a firm is engaging in illicit activity independently of whether the firm is ever investigated. We are then able to compare the size of firms likely to have engaged in the illicit activity with the general population of firms to determine if smaller firms are overrepresented in the illicit activity sample. We find that this is indeed the case that smaller firms are overrepresented in the sample. We then compare the size of firms in the illicit activity sample with the size of firms that were investigated, while holding constant other determinants of likely options backdating. Here we find firms that were investigated for engaging in illicit options backdating practices are likely to be, on average, larger compared to firms that have been engaging in options backdating but were not investigated. This finding suggests that prosecutorial motives might be driving the types of firms that are being subjected to investigations. This in turn implies that policy decisions regarding the type of firms to regulate should not be based on observed investigations or prosecutions. Our results therefore raise significant implications for the public policy debate on the level of regulation that should apply to smaller firms.

To address these issues, this paper is organized as follows. Part I reviews legislative examples where by statute or enforcement, firms that do not meet minimum size requirements appear to be exonerated from compliance with regulation. Questions of the moral hazard of prosecutorial influences and discretion are raised next in Part II, with consideration of how federal prosecutors appear to select cases worthy of investigation. Part III then empirically analyzes the backdating investigations to shed light on whether it seems that as a matter of public policy, prosecutors and legislators are seeking out the likely offenders for investigation. Concluding remarks follow.

I. Where Size Matters

Numerous exemptions from federal regulations exist for small business. These exemptions take varied forms, from releasing the business entity from the whole or most of the regulatory framework or from just a single regulatory requirement. Measurements of firm size also vary and include size of assets, number of employees, and number of clients. In addition, there are also circumstances where although firms are not exempted from regulation due to size, size appears impact whether the firm finds itself the subject of investigation or prosecution.

A. Social Welfare: Exemptions from Regulation

This Part examines a few areas where small firms appear to enjoy exemption from regulation, either directly or indirectly. Presumably, exemptions are provided to small firms to promote social welfare. That is, it is argued that regulating small firms to the same degree as larger firms would not benefit society when considering the costs of the regulation on these firms, i.e., the hardship they would endure, compared to the benefits gained from the regulation. These examples include Regulations D$^{11}$ of the federal securities laws, the Regulatory Flexibility Act (RFA)$^{,12}$, the Small Business Regulatory Enforcement Fairness Act of 1996 (SBREFA)$^{,13}$, and certain provisions of the Sarbanes-Oxley legislation$^{14}$. These exemptions are discussed briefly below.

Some firms benefit from direct exemptions from regulation based on size. One such example is Regulation D$^{15}$ of the securities regulations. Regulation D permits the issuance of securities valued under $1,000,000$ without requiring the firm to follow costly SEC registration requirements.$^{16}$

There are other legislative examples where the size of the firm is relevant to whether the regulation applies. For example, Congress has attempted to specifically release small businesses from the burdens of federal regulation by legislating broadly across all federal agencies. Both the RFA$^{17}$ and SBREFA$^{18}$ require regulatory agencies to consider implementing exemptions for small businesses$^{19}$. Congress passed the RFA in 1980 with a view to spare small businesses the expensive costs associated with government regulation.$^{20}$ The RFA requires federal agencies to take into account and report on the effects of a proposed or final rule on small businesses.$^{21}$ This report is referred to as a regulatory flexibility (reg-flex) analysis and agencies must provide time for public comment between the issuance of a reg-flex analysis of a proposed rule and the effective date of the rule.$^{22}$ Reg-flex analyses have been performed for such disparate regulations as the Federal Aviation Agency’s rule that air carriers require drug and alcohol testing of its contractors and their subcontractors who perform safety-related functions such as aircraft maintenance$^{23}$ and the Federal Communication Commission’s rule setting forth the conditions under which wired telecommunications carriers must transfer telephone numbers to wireless carriers.$^{24}$

Congress amended the RFA with the SBREFA in 1996.$^{25}$ Under Subtitle D, judicial review has been expanded and is now applicable to the substance of a reg-flex analysis, any determination that a reg-flex analysis is unnecessary, and to also an agency’s delay in completion of a reg-flex analysis.$^{26}$ Subtitle D further requires some agencies$^{27}$ to seek recommendations from the small business community after notifying the Small Business Administration’s General Counsel that small entities would be affected by a proposed rule.
The SBREFA further requires agencies to use plain English in their rule-making and also to publish guides assisting small businesses. Subtitle B establishes the position of a small business ombudsman, which may comment on behalf of anonymous small businesses and promote their interests to federal agencies. Subtitle C further allows for the recovery of attorneys’ fees when an agency’s enforcement requirements have been deemed unreasonable.

Another example of regulatory exemptions applied to small firms involves certain provisions of the SOX legislation. Initially, smaller public corporations were temporarily exempted from certain requirements of SOX. In its original form, Section 404 of SOX required: (a) that a corporation issue an internal control report assessing the effectiveness of the organization’s internal control structure in place to ensure responsible financial reporting, with responsibility for its accurateness falling on management, and (b) that any registered public accounting firm that prepares or issues an audit report for a public corporation also issue a report on management’s assessment of its internal controls. On June 20, 2008, the SEC announced a one-year extension of the compliance date for smaller public companies with Section 404(b). These companies would, however, still be required to comply with Section 404(a). A year and some months later, the SEC again decided to extend the compliance date for the smallest public reporters, those with a public float of under $75 million. This second extension was reportedly granted so that the SEC’s Office of Economic Analysis could complete a study of whether additional guidance provided to company managers and auditors in 2007 was effective in reducing the costs of compliance. On October 2, 2009, the SEC announced yet another extension for small public companies. It appeared that small companies with fiscal years ending June 15, 2010 would be the first expected to comply with Section 404(b). Although some did not expect small companies to receive further relief from Section 404(b), Congress passed the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act, which among other protections, created a permanent exemption for small issuers from Section 404(b). Newly amended subsection 404(c) of SOX states that the requirements of 404(b) do not apply with respect to any audit report prepared for an issuer that is neither a "large accelerated filer" nor an "accelerated filer" as those terms are defined in Rule 12b-2 of the Commission. Small firms that fall outside either of these requirements will continue to receive protection from reporting requirements under this regulatory exemption.

B. Investigations, Prosecutions, and Sentencing

There have been a few studies examining the effect of firm size and the degree of culpability of corporate executives on whether a governmental agency decides to investigate or prosecute a company under a regulatory framework. One study, for example, notes the effects of size on recent actions taken by the SEC and another finds size significant in actions taken by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). A further study concludes that small firms are prosecuted more vigorously than large firms. Yet, it becomes difficult to draw empirical conclusions regarding the influence of firm size on prosecutions of firms because large firms are often “diverted from the criminal process,” due to the proliferation of deferred and non-prosecution agreements entered into between companies and the Department of Justice (DOJ). Studies have also indicated that large firms have been entering these agreements more frequently than small firms. Furthermore, the Organizational Sentencing Guidelines (OSGs) outline some instances where size should matter in sentencing. These studies and OSGs are discussed below.

1. SEC Investigations and Prosecutions

One of the more exhaustive empirical studies suggests that January 1, 2002, represents a noticeable change in decisions of the SEC regarding the size of enforcement targets. In this study, Professors Cox and Thomas used a data set of 389 securities class action settlements that occurred between 1990 and 2003 to examine the overall effectiveness of public (SEC) and private securities enforcement. Their research uncovered a trend suggesting that the SEC began selecting larger enforcement targets post-January 1, 2002. Most notably for our purposes, although these firms are relatively small, compared to the pre-Enron period, Cox and Thomas found that the firms being targeted by the SEC post-Enron are on average, twenty-three times larger than firms targeted pre-Enron in terms of market capitalization. Before January 1, 2002, financial distress was the only statistically significant factor in predicting SEC enforcement decisions, highlighting the agency’s focus on protecting investors likely to incur substantial, irreversible losses from fraud at a failing corporation.

2. Investigations of the Environmental Protection Agency
The SEC is not the only federal agency receiving scrutiny for prosecutorial bias based on firm size. Other studies have focused on the relationship between a company’s size and prosecution by the EPA. One study focuses on the EPA’s venue decisions, noting that the EPA tends to file criminal suits against small defendants but pursues larger defendants civilly. The study suggests that the EPA may choose to target large firms civilly rather than criminally because it may be more difficult to determine which individuals had personal knowledge of the environmental violations at large firms. Civil prosecutions provide the agency with a lower evidentiary burden of proof. Furthermore, the cost savings in ignoring EPA regulations is higher for small businesses with fewer resources than large firms, increasing the likelihood that criminal sanctions will be reserved for small companies. Yet, although the EPA has sought prosecutions against small and medium sized companies, it has been shown that these companies have an extremely low audit rate and many firms were not even familiar with the term “environmental audit.”

3. Proliferation of Deferred and Non-Prosecution Agreements

After the collapse of Enron and the ensuing wave of corporate scandals much has been written about the response of the prosecutors to corporate fraud. Since 2003, however, rather than prosecute a corporate entity, prosecutors have been frequently entering into Deferred Prosecution Agreements (DPAs) and Non-Prosecution Agreements (NPAs). Under a DPA, the government indicts a company but does not prosecute the claim. Instead, the government enters into an agreement with the firm and if the company fulfills its obligations under the agreement, the charges are dropped when the agreement expires. In contrast, a company entering an NPA is not indicted, but, similar to a company entering a DPA, the firm must agree to certain conditions. If the company violates the terms of the agreement charges may still be filed. Because in some cases an indictment alone may have severe consequences for a corporation, NPAs, which may be taken by the market to signify a lower level of culpability than DPAs, are preferable. DPAs and NPAs had traditionally been used in the sanctioning of juvenile and drug offenders, but they now are a powerful tool in handling corporate fraud cases. Before 1993, DPAs and NPAs had not been used to deal with federal criminal charges against a corporation. Between 1993 and 2002 only thirteen such agreement were concluded, while in the following three years thirty-five were concluded.

There are several reasons supporting the popularity of DPAs and NPAs. One is that entering into a DPA or NPA avoids the collateral consequences associated with an indictment, such as closing the company which, in turn, may leave thousands of people jobless. Moreover, the prosecution of companies is complex and firms can afford experienced defense counsel. By entering into DPAs and NPAs prosecutorial resources are saved. Prosecutors also claim that they could not obtain broader, or even the same relief through the courts. In addition, the corporation may be less blameworthy than the individual employees and therefore resources are best spent prosecuting those individuals.

Another explanation for why DPAs and NPAs are frequently used in the corporate context may be the result of the Thompson Memorandum. Then Deputy Attorney General Larry Thompson issued a Memorandum in 2003, stating that prosecutors will only bring charges against a corporation in a minority of cases; prosecution of individuals should always take precedence over the prosecution of corporate entities. DPAs and NPAs are claimed to be a useful aid in prosecuting individuals. Yet, even without the Thompson Memorandum and the use of DPAs and NPAs, individuals were more likely to face criminal prosecution than corporations, and the prosecution was rather unsuccessful in obtaining convictions.

Even though the focus may have already been on individuals, it looks as if, due to the proliferation of DPAs and NPAs, even fewer companies are indicted and tried. Since 2003, nearly every major federal case of corporate misconduct has been resolved without filing an indictment against the firm. The major indictments were the prosecution of Arthur Anderson in 2002 and Milberg Weiss in 2006. Generally, it has been only the cases involving small companies that have gone to trial —many of the companies that enter into agreements with the DOJ are Fortune 500 companies. But there are exceptions. When the current leadership of a corporation has played a role in the fraud, they may be less likely to agree to settle with the DOJ because it could have far-reaching consequences for them as individuals. This may be what happened in the case of Arthur Andersen and Milberg Weiss, but may more commonly be the case with smaller companies.

It may be that when prosecutors choose to focus their resources on select group of well-known companies after a major scandal, even if in the form of an NPA or DPA, they may be attempting to send a strong message to other companies that the conduct in question may have serious consequences. Viewed in this light, prosecutors would not only be giving heed to politics and public outcry or trying to advance their own careers, but would also be trying to achieve optimal deterrence. This approach is known as the optimal penalty theory.
Further evidence of the propensity of prosecutors to focus on large companies in the wake of the Enron and Worldcom scandals comes from the large amounts of fines, restitution and compensation paid under DPAs and NPAs.\textsuperscript{81} Between 2003 and 2006, the DOJ entered into 35 DPAs and NPAs,\textsuperscript{82} the average amount of compensation paid was $141 million.\textsuperscript{83}

In the past cases against large companies were almost never pursued.\textsuperscript{84} It is still true today that large companies are almost never indicted; it may even be the case that there are fewer indictments than in the past. But this statistic is misleading. Instead, it has been found that large firms are being investigated at a higher rate – they are not prosecuted simply because they are entering sweeping agreements to preventing indictment.\textsuperscript{85}

In the wake of the corporate scandals of the early 2000s, the federal government issued an executive order creating the Corporate Fraud Task Force (Task Force).\textsuperscript{86} The mission of the Task Force is “to strengthen the efforts of the [DOJ] and Federal, State, and local agencies to investigate and prosecute significant financial crimes, recover the proceeds of such crimes, and ensure just and effective punishment of those who perpetrate financial crimes.”\textsuperscript{87} In dealing with the scandals, it appears the government has more heavily focused on prosecuting individuals than corporations.\textsuperscript{88}

4. Sentencing

Theoretically, firm size is not a factor to be considered directly when a judge is making sentencing decisions. The U.S. Sentencing Commission (the Sentencing Commission) targeted the issue directly and ultimately decided not to include organizational size as a factor when deciding the amount of corporation liability.\textsuperscript{89} The Sentencing Commission instead opted for the view that firm size alone did not make any offense more or less harmful in terms of loss or detectability.\textsuperscript{90} Firm size is therefore neither favored nor disfavored under federal criminal laws.\textsuperscript{91} Yet, due to practical considerations, such as the variable impact of a universal fine on firms of different sizes, the Sentencing Commission allowed firm size to have an indirect effect on corporate sentencing under the Organizational Sentencing Guidelines.\textsuperscript{92} First, the OSGs provide that if a firm is so small that a fine would force it to enter bankruptcy proceedings, the fine should be reduced.\textsuperscript{93} Second, if top officials of a large company are involved in the criminal activity than the resulting fine will be larger than if top officials at a small company are implicated.\textsuperscript{94} Third, sufficiency standards for corporate compliance programs\textsuperscript{95} are lower for smaller firms.\textsuperscript{96} Fourth, if a firm has fewer than 50 employees it is immune from probation sentences incurred for failing a compliance program.\textsuperscript{97} Finally, fines for closely-held firms can be reduced by the amount of fine imposed on the firm’s owner, although similar concerns do not affect larger firms’ fines.\textsuperscript{98}

II. The Moral Hazard: Influences on the Decision Whether to Prosecute

Moral hazard refers to situations where individuals or firms behave differently because they do not fully bear the consequences of their actions.\textsuperscript{99} If an individual obtains automobile insurance, he or she may be more likely to forget to lock the car which then increases the probability of theft. Similarly, availability of deposit insurance may make banks more likely to engage in excessive risk-taking. Depositors do not necessarily care about this excessive risk since their deposits are insured by the federal government. Moral hazard also arises in the context of the principal-agent situations, where the agent makes decisions on behalf of the principal. Because the agent will typically have more information than the principal, the agent will tend to make decisions that he or she prefers even if those decisions are not in the best interests of the principal.

Prosecutors may be viewed as the agents for the general public in enforcing laws and regulations. Prosecutors will typically have a lot more information and power than the public about each case. The relevant question then becomes whether prosecutors use this information and power purely in public interest or also in self-interest.

In this vein, concerns have been voiced about prosecutorial discretion.\textsuperscript{100} As long as a prosecutor has probable cause to believe an accused committed a crime, he or she may decide to bring a charge; a decision that is essentially unreviewable by the courts.\textsuperscript{101} This power, however, is counterbalanced by the doctrine of supervisory powers, the doctrine of separation of powers, professional discipline, and the political process.\textsuperscript{102} Further, in the case of white collar crime, it has been said that prosecutors do not play as great of a role in selecting cases as is commonly thought.\textsuperscript{103} This is because most investigations are initiated by regulatory agencies such as the SEC, and not by the Department of Justice.\textsuperscript{104}

It is generally agreed that notwithstanding these safeguards, prosecutors still have substantial powers.\textsuperscript{105} This may be, in part, because many purported safeguards may be inadequate. For example, although federal prosecutors are, in theory, guided by the Principles of Federal Prosecution of Business Organizations,\textsuperscript{106} by several
other manuals, and by ethical standards, it has been argued these principles, in practice may be too vague and meaningless to provide any real guidance.

Nevertheless, prosecutors are vested with broad discretionary powers in order to weigh the interests of society when making a decision to charge. Yet, the interests of prosecutors are not perfectly aligned with society. For example, according to some scholars the overriding interest of prosecutors is winning. This desire to win is said to sometimes be so strong that it may trump ethical obligations, concerns over procedural fairness, or prosecutors’ own possible concerns regarding the harshness of the federal sentencing guidelines and mandatory minimums. To support the claim that prosecutors care about winning above all else, it has been suggested that prosecutors’ desires to maintain high conviction rates, in part explains the strong resistance of prosecutors to post-conviction claims of innocence. The argument is that if prosecutors did not care so much about their conviction rates, i.e. winning, and securing them, but instead cared more about justice, there would not be such resistance. The finding that prosecutors frequently make generous plea offers when a case is weak would also show that prosecutors ultimately care about winning.

Several reasons are given regarding why winning cases is so important to prosecutors. They involve the institutional structure prosecutors find themselves in and their ability to advance professionally. First, winning cases puts the prosecutor’s office in a good light; conviction rates are used as leverage by offices in budget negotiations. But not only are conviction rates an indication of how well an office is doing, the number of prosecutions matters too. At the federal level the perception is that offices that continue to increase the number of cases prosecuted have more resources allocated to them, while offices with declining prosecution rates appear to be penalized.

Second, winning helps careers. Because it is difficult to measure a prosecutor’s job performance, superiors often look at conviction rates for lack of a better measure. Prosecutors with the highest conviction rates tend to have the best reputation. This in turn means that these prosecutors have the best chances of advancement internally; hence the desire to win cases is strong. Even if prosecutors do not wish to stay in a prosecutor’s office but have other aspirations winning can be important. If prosecutors aspire to run for mayor, governor, or judge, and many of them do, high conviction rates can be used to gain the support of the public. Some commentators further suggest that being able to dwell on past convictions is crucial to the electoral chances of a prosecutor.

Chief prosecutors at the state level have a special interest in obtaining high conviction rates. Because they are elected and usually may be reelected any number of times, they may care about conviction rates not merely to advance, but simply to maintain their position. Accordingly, state prosecutors must keep a careful eye to local interests. It has been found that state prosecutors are somewhat reluctant to exceed their investigative capacity, especially when local costs of enforcement are likely to offset its benefits. For example, state prosecutors do not pursue large-scale corporate fraud because they lack the resources and expertise to do so in addition to the ancillary costs which accompany local enforcement. In this sense, prosecutors advance local interests and advantage their position. Even federal prosecutors, who are appointed and not elected, are not free from political influences; high conviction rates may be important to secure their positions.

It is also worth noting that the desire to win seems to become stronger over time. Prosecutors who care most about conviction rates on average have twice as much experience as prosecutors who seem to also have a great concern for justice. This might mean that prosecutors may come into office expecting to do justice, but after a while realize that if they want to advance professionally, be it internally or elsewhere, their main focus needs to be on conviction rates. This is an important point if they are primarily seeking to maximize professional gains.

A study analyzing prosecutors’ decisions whether to allocate a drug case to the state or federal level supports the career maximization idea. The main finding of this study is that federal prosecutors focus on prosecuting individuals who are older, more successful in their (legal) careers, more likely married, more likely to be Army veterans, and less likely to have a criminal record than the individuals prosecuted by their state counterparts. They in particular take on more cases in which the defendants have private attorneys, or are likely to hire private attorneys.

These findings can be interpreted in two ways. One is that the defendants prosecuted by federal prosecutors are more difficult to prosecute, and more likely to have crossed state lines and are therefore charged in federal court. Another plausible explanation is that these defendants are more likely to be high-profile. Federal prosecutors would therefore take these cases not because they necessarily belong in federal court, but because they are most helpful in advancing their careers. The latter possibility is further supported by the tendency of federal prosecutors to focus on these types of cases in states where high salaries can be earned in the private sector. Because prosecutors may care about securing a lucrative job, this career advancement technique is employed most widely in those states. Read together with other studies, this study seems to support the claim that prosecutors ultimately care about their careers and strategize accordingly. Thus, it is plausible that both winning and professional goals play a role in prosecutorial motivation.
III. Empirical Study – Backdating

In this section, we provide an empirical test to examine whether small firms should be exempt from either regulation or its enforcement and whether policy prescriptions in this matter should be based on observed prosecutions or investigations. As stated earlier small firms have been granted exemption from various regulations. There is also some evidence, discussed above, pointing to prosecutors favoring pursuit of higher profile cases, which generally implies investigations of larger firms.

To determine whether optimal regulation of and enforcement against firms should take into account firm size data are needed on the relationship between the extent of violations and the size of the firm. When researchers attempt to obtain data on violations, they tend to rely on investigations or prosecutions. Investigations or prosecutions, however, are influenced by prosecutorial choices which, as discussed earlier, may be driven, in part, by moral hazard or social welfare considerations. These considerations are likely to introduce biases in what types of firms are targeted, and more likely than not, result in prosecutors favoring the pursuit of relatively larger firms.

The options backdating practice, by contrast, provides a rare setting where researchers can estimate the likelihood of a violation without resorting to data on investigations or prosecutions. By observing the firm’s stock price behavior around reported option grant dates and checking the frequency at which options were granted at favorable exercise prices (the exercise price is usually the stock price on the grant date), the likelihood that the company has engaged in option backdating can be estimated. Whether smaller companies are over- or under-represented in the sample of companies estimated to have engaged in backdating can then be examined. This sample can be further checked to see whether the companies that are investigated or prosecuted for backdating are likely to be larger on average than the sample of companies that we estimate to have engaged in backdating. If so, it may be that prosecutors are relatively lenient towards smaller firms, perhaps either for social welfare considerations or due to moral hazard.

If it is found that prosecutors do focus on larger firms, it will support the view that observed investigations and prosecutions are not the correct measure for formulating regulatory policy, especially when it comes to providing exemptions for small firms. Before describing our empirical analysis in detail, the next Part provides an overview of options backdating.

A. An Overview of Stock Options Backdating

This Part provides a brief description of stock options backdating, and the academic evidence consistent with the prevalence of the practice before and after the enactment of SOX. Before describing backdating, it is important to note that backdating stock options by itself is not illegal, as long as it is duly-authorized by the board, fully disclosed, and reported in keeping with tax rules. It appears, however, that firms that have engaged in backdating tend to act covertly, in violation of reporting requirements and tax laws.

Backdating is best explained using a simple example. Suppose an executive is awarded options on April 15 by the board of directors when the firm’s stock price is $40. As is the practice with almost all awards (and required by corporate charters in most cases), these options are awarded at-the-money, meaning that the exercise price is set equal to the stock price on the grant date, here $40. If the stock price at the time of exercise exceeds the exercise price of $40, the payoff to this executive will be the difference between the stock price prevailing at the time of exercise and the exercise price of $40.

Suppose the firm’s stock price has been rising before the board decision date. The executive sees an opportunity to increase her compensation and declares that she received at-the-money options on March 15, when the stock price was $30, and files a Form 4 report with the SEC that March 15 is the grant date. This is backdating. This declaration automatically sets the exercise price equal to the stock price on March 15, or $30. What the board intended was that the executive receive options on April 15 with an exercise price of $40. What the executive declared was that she received at-the-money options with an exercise price of $30 on March 15. The
payoff to this executive now equals the stock price at the time of exercise, less the exercise price of $30 if the stock price ends up above $30 at the time of exercise. By obtaining options at a lower exercise price than the board intended, the executive received more compensation than intended by tampering with corporate documents. Also, because the board decision was really made on April 15, this executive received options that are $10 in-the-money immediately.

Because the board decision date and the designated grant date are not easily available researchers have used several indirect methods to detect possible backdating. The only dates available to researchers are the reported grant dates and the date of Form 4 filings (report date) with the SEC.146 If executives are backdating, there is likely to be a time lag between the reported grant date and the report date: the longer this time lag the more likely they were seeking a lower exercise price.147 This in turn implies that the extent of stock price rise following the reported grant date will be positively correlated with the reporting lag.148

As of August 2002, SOX requires that option grants must be reported within two business days of the grant date.149 This requirement can severely limit the extent of backdating if executives simultaneously wish to abide by the two-day rule. It appears during the period after SOX and ending in 2005, executives wishing to backdate were flouting this rule.150 SOX has reduced the practice as expected but has not fully eliminated it.151

B. Data and Variables

This Part describes the variables used in our empirical test of backdating prosecutions and the various data sources. In order to estimate which firms are engaged in backdating we obtain option grants data from a compilation by the SEC of the filings to meet Section 16(a) requirements of the Securities and Exchange Act of 1934.152 The data are obtained from Thompson Financial.153 Our sample contains all option grants by publicly traded firms reported on Form 4 from January 2002 to December 2005, which resulted in a sample size of 6297 firms.154 Our unit of observation is the firm grant date. If multiple grants are made on the same date, we consider these grants as a single observation. The mean number of grant-dates per firm in the sample is 3.4 and the median is 3. We use stock prices around the grant date to identify instances of backdating.155 For each firm in our sample, we compute the number of times options were granted at one of the three lowest stock prices during a 51-day window centered on reported grant dates. If a grant date stock price is tied for the third place, we conservatively consider it to be not among the three lowest stock prices. We then divide this number by the total number of option grant dates by the firm during our sample period. If the resulting ratio is greater than 10% we classify the firm as having engaged in backdating. For example, if a firm had five option grant dates during our sample period, and in two of those dates options were granted at favorable exercise prices as defined above, then the ratio is 40% and the firm is considered to have engaged in backdating. In our sample, 19.5% of the grant-date stock prices were among three lowest stock prices during the 51-day window. Among the 5739 firms for which we had stock price data, 8.55% of the firms met or exceeded the 10% threshold mentioned earlier, resulting in 490 firms being identified as having engaged in backdating. We call these firms backdating firms.

We then compiled a list of companies that have been actually implicated in backdating from a website that was maintained by the Wall Street Journal.156 Our sample was drawn from the data posted on the website on February 25, 2007. We include all companies that have been reported to be under investigation or have been prosecuted of backdating either by the SEC or the DOJ. We excluded companies that conducted an internal investigation on their option granting practices. We found 102 companies implicated in backdating by the SEC or the DOJ. We will refer to the sample of firms that has been investigated as implicated firms. Among the implicated firms, 48 are also in the backdating sample. Two of the implicated firms are not in our original sample of 6297 firms.

We use these data sets to perform the following analyses. First, we compare the size of firms in the backdating sample to that of the general firm population to see if small firms are over- or under-represented in the backdating sample. Second, we compare the size of firms in the implicated sample to that of the general firm population to see if small firms are over- or under-represented in the implicated sample. Finally, we directly compare the size of firms in the backdating sample to that of the firms in the implicated sample to check for the effect of prosecutorial choices, that is, whether larger firms are more likely to be implicated.

Unless otherwise stated, all variables are computed on an annual basis from 2002 to 2005 and then averaged over the sample period. This is done to reduce idiosyncratic variability, particularly in board and executive compensation variables.157 Because our intent is to investigate whether smaller firms are more likely than average to be violators of regulations and whether larger firms are more likely to be investigated or prosecuted, the key variable in our analysis is the firm size. The variable we use for firm size is the natural logarithm of the average calendar
In order to isolate the effect of firm size, we use a set of control variables that potentially influence the likelihood of backdating. We group the control variables we use into three categories: governance variables, firm performance variables, and compensation variables. More effective corporate governance will presumably reduce if not eliminate the practice of backdating whether initiated by the board members or the executives. The strength of corporate governance is measured by using several variables. The first set of variables is commonly used governance indices. The G-Index is a governance index, which is primarily a measure of the number of anti-takeover provisions in a firm’s charter and in the legal code of the state in which the firm is incorporated. The index is constructed for every firm by considering twenty-four provisions and by adding one point for every provision that reduces shareholder rights (i.e., the range of the index is 0 – 24). Therefore, the greater the index the lower is the strength of governance. The G-Index is commonly used in financial economics research as a proxy for corporate governance. In the intermediate years in which the index is not updated we assume that the index remains unchanged from the previous year. We also provide results using an alternative index proposed which is an entrenchment index (E-Index). The second measure of corporate governance used is board composition, in particular, board independence. We use director independence and CEO-Chairman duality to proxy board independence. Independent directors are defined by the database as those that are not executives of the firm or affiliated with the firm’s executives. Our measure of director independence is the average proportion of board members for a firm during 2002-05 that is considered independent (Ind Directors). The motivation for the second measure of board independence, CEO-Chairman duality, is based on the evidence that if the same individual holds both positions (chief executive officer and chairman of the board of directors), corporate governance is weaker. To measure the CEO-Chairman duality, we construct a dummy variable for each year for each firm that takes on a value of one if the CEO is also the Chairman of the board of the firm in that year. If there were multiple CEOs in a firm in a given year, if any one of the CEOs within that year is also the Chairman, then the dummy variable takes on value of 1 for that year. We then average this dummy variable values for each firm over the 2002-2005 time period (ChmCEO). All director and board information comes from RiskMetrics through their ISS Governance Services database.

Finally, we also use CEO tenure as a metric of CEO power. We hypothesize that more powerful CEOs are more likely to engage in questionable practices as they face no or very little opposition within the organization. We measure CEO Tenure by the number of years the CEO has held her current position at a given firm (CEO Tenure).

A stock market performance variable is included to control for the possibility that backdating incentives increase when the stock performs better as the benefits of backdating are directly related to stock returns. It is also likely that better performing CEOs are more visible and more likely targets for prosecutors and regulators. We proxy firm performance by the risk-adjusted average monthly stock return from January 1998 to December 2005 (Excess Stock Return). Risk-adjusted returns are calculated for each firm by subtracting from its monthly stock return, a portfolio return matched to each firm’s book-to-market, size and momentum characteristics. Stock returns and other data are obtained from the CRSP data base.

Because the incentive to backdate is likely to be related to the amount of compensation, and in particular to the amount of compensation in the form of option grants, we include three compensation variables: total compensation, option compensation, and the proportion of total compensation in the form of options. Total compensation is computed as the natural logarithm of the average annual total CEO compensation over the 2002-05 period which includes salary, bonus, value of restricted stock granted, Black-Scholes value of stock options granted, and long-term incentive payouts (Total Compensation). Option compensation is computed as the natural logarithm of the average annual Black-Scholes value of the options granted to the CEO during 2002-05 (Option Compensation). Both Total Compensation and Option Compensation are measured in thousands of dollars. The proportion of option compensation is the natural logarithm of the fraction of the value of total compensation an executive received in the form of option grants, based on its Black-Scholes value (Option Proportion). Information on executive compensation is obtained from COMPUSTAT’s Executive Compensation database.

C. Results

The mean size of backdating firms as measured by the variable Market Cap is smaller than that of all firms ($284 million versus $213 million) and the difference is significant at the 1% level. This statistic implies that small firms are less likely to comply with regulation, at least in the context of backdating, raising doubts about the wisdom of exempting small firms from regulations or their enforcement. The mean size of implicated firms ($1826 million), on the other hand, is significantly greater than that of all firms (at the 1% level) which suggests that
prosecutors and regulators are more likely to pursue larger firms on average (more than eight times larger on average). The result that implicated firms are larger than average while backdating firms are smaller is consistent with the view that prosecutorial choice plays a role in the selection of firms for investigation and cautions against policy prescriptions based on observed investigations or prosecutions.

The G-Index is significantly lower (at the 1% significance level) for both backdating and implicated firms which implies that backdating and implicated firms have better corporate governance than firms on average as measured by the G-Index. A similar pattern is obtained for the E-index as well. These results suggest that firms are likely to ensure that they rank well on observable metrics such as G-Index and E-Index even as they engage in legally and ethically questionable practices. The Ind. Directors and CEO Tenure variables are significantly different between implicated firms and firms on average (at 1% level): implicated firms have fewer independent directors and their CEOs have longer tenure when compared to firms on average indicating that corporate governance in implicated firms is not as strong as the average firm. The ChmCEO dummy is not significantly different between backdating firms and the all firms sample; it is significantly lower (10% level) between implicated firms and the all firms sample indicating that there are fewer implicated firms where there is duality.

The performance of the backdating firms, as measured by the variable Excess Stock Return, is better than the sample of all firms on average (at the 10% level). By contrast, the performance of the implicated firms is significantly (1% level) better on average. These results are not surprising. Backdating is profitable only when stock returns are positive and the firms that are targeted are likely to be those with very high stock returns and concomitantly, very high potential benefits to its executives from backdating.

The compensation variables provide an interesting contrast between backdating firms and implicated firms relative to firms on average. The total compensation of backdating CEOs is not significantly different from the general CEO population in the all firms sample while that of implicated CEOs is significantly (1% level) greater than the general CEO population. By contrast, the option compensation of both backdating and implicated CEOs is significantly greater than that of the general CEO population (at the 10% and 1% level, respectively). The proportion of compensation in the form of option grants is significantly (at the 1% level) higher for backdating and implicated firm CEOs relative to CEOs in the all firm sample. These results are consistent with the notion that CEOs with greater proportion of option compensation are more likely to engage in backdating and are more likely to investigated and prosecuted.

The mean size, as measured by Market Cap, is significantly (at the 1% level) greater for the implicated sample, more than eight times that of the backdating sample, a result that is consistent with the hypothesis that prosecutors pursue the larger of the violating firms. The only governance variables that are significantly different between the two samples are the G-Index and the E-Index. They are significantly lower (at the 5% and 1% level, respectively) in the implicated group, implying that this group has better governance (at least as measured by these indices). The Excess Stock Return variable is significantly higher (at the 1% level) in the implicated sample implying that CEOs of firms with greater positive returns are more likely to be the egregious backdaters and therefore are more likely to be targets of investigation.

All three of the compensation variables are greater in the implicated firms when compared to the backdating sample (significant at the 1% level). The mean value of the Total Compensation variable for CEOs in the implicated sample is $4.9 million while it is $2.9 million for CEOs of backdating firms. The mean option compensation for CEOs in the implicated sample is $3.0 million while it is $1.4 million for CEOs of backdating firms. For backdating firms, 40% of the value of total compensation is in the form of option grants whereas the same figure is 60% for implicated firms. This implies that firms that pay substantially higher amounts in compensation and more of it in the form of option grants are those likely to be targets of investigation.

We report results for two models, the only difference being that Model 1 uses the G-Index as a proxy for governance while Model 2 uses the E-Index. The sample includes all firms in our original sample for which data variables are available which results in a sample size of 1226 firms for Model 1 (126 of which are backdating firms) and 1147 firms for Model 2 (120 of which are backdating firms). In these regressions we scale total compensation by market capitalization as these two variables are highly correlated. Specifically, we use the natural logarithm of the ratio of total compensation to market capitalization where both variables are as defined before. We call this variable Scaled Total Compensation.

The Market Cap variable is significantly negative in both models at the 5% level confirming the univariate result that smaller firms are over-represented in the backdating sample (all statistical significances are based on p-values). This result is consistent with the notion that smaller firms are more likely to be violators of regulations. The governance index variables, G-Index and E-Index, are both significantly negative at 10% and 5% levels, respectively. These results imply that firms may ensure that they are perceived favorably in measurable governance metrics while simultaneously engaging in illicit behavior. The other significant variables are CEO Tenure and
Option Proportion (both positive at the 1% level) indicating, perhaps not surprisingly, that longer CEO tenure and greater proportion of option compensation both result in increased backdating.

In our next test, the dependent variable is a dummy variable that takes on a value of one if the firm is investigated by the SEC or the DOJ (firm is in the implicated sample). The sample includes the 6297 firms in our original sample and the implicated firms that were not in the original sample. Data availability for the variables reduces the sample size to 1228 firms for Model 1 (55 of which are implicated firms) and 1147 firms for Model 2 (49 of which are implicated firms). The results are again generally consistent with the univariate results. The key result is that the Market Cap variable is now significantly positive in both models (at the 5% level), indicating that prosecutors favor targeting larger than average firms. This result contrasts with the above result in that firms engaged in backdating are smaller than average. Taken together, the results show that although firms that engage in options backdating are smaller than average in size, the investigated ones are larger than average. Thus, any exemption policy for smaller firms for options backdating should not be based on observed investigations or prosecutions because investigators and prosecutors have pursued larger firms despite smaller firms being the more likely violators.

The ChmCEO variable is significant at the 10% level in both models, but the sign is opposite of what was expected. The Ind Directors variable is significantly negative in Model 2 at the 10% level, indicating that implicated firms have fewer independent directors. CEO Tenure is significantly positive at the 1% level in both models, which implies that longer serving CEOs are more likely to be implicated in backdating, a finding that is consistent with CEO power. Excess Stock Return is significantly positive at the 5% level as expected; the incentive for backdating is significantly greater when stock returns are higher which increases the likelihood of investigation. Scaled Total Compensation is significantly positive at the 5% level in both models indicating that CEOs who earn more relative to their firm’s market capitalization are more likely to be implicated. Not surprisingly, the Option Proportion is very significant (1% level) implying that CEOs who receive most of their compensation in option grants are more likely to be subjects of investigation.

Finally, we show a logit regression to directly compare backdating firms to implicated firms to check whether the implicated firms are larger in size when compared to backdating firms. The results from a logit regression where the dependent variable is a dummy variable that takes on a value of one if the firm is investigated by the SEC or the DOJ. The sample includes only firms that are represented in the backdating and implicated samples. As before, Model 1 uses the G-Index as a proxy for governance while Model 2 uses the E-Index as a proxy for entrenchment. For Model 1 we had 101 backdated firms and 55 implicated firms for which all the data variables were available; the corresponding numbers for Model 2 were 96 and 49, respectively.

These results are broadly consistent with the univariate results. The size variable Market Cap is significantly positive at the 5% level in both models lending support to the notion that implicated firms are larger in size than backdating firms. This result suggests that despite smaller firms being over-represented in the backdating sample relative to the all firms sample, backdating firms that are investigated or prosecuted are the relatively larger ones. This in turn implies that observed investigations cannot be relied on to conclude that smaller firms are less likely to violate regulations or to make policy prescriptions about exempting small firms from regulations.

The other significant variables in are generally in line with our expectations. The result that the Option Proportion is significantly positive at the 1% level in both models is not surprising as we expect greater likelihood of investigation when more of the compensation is in the form of options. Similarly, the result that Excess Stock Return is significantly positive at the 10% level (in Model 2) is expected as greater stock returns increase the potential benefit from backdating and hence attract more regulatory and prosecutorial attention. Among the governance variables, the ChmCEO dummy variable is significantly negative in both models (at the 1% level in Model 1 and 5% level in Model 2), implying that the Chairman-CEO duality is less prevalent among implicated firms compared to backdating firms. This is the only counterintuitive result in this table. Ind Directors is significantly negative in Model 2 at the 10% level which implies that firms with fewer independent directors among the backdating firms are more likely to be implicated. These results generally imply that governance is poorer in implicated firms relative to backdating firms, a result which is to be expected. These results are thus consistent with the hypothesis that, of the firms that have engaged in backdating, larger firms are more likely to be investigated by the SEC and DOJ.

Conclusion

The problem with obtaining data is that violations of regulations are not usually observable independent of investigations. The options backdating practice provides a unique setting in which we were able to statistically predict, by using stock price data, which firms were likely to engaging in backdating. By empirically analyzing this
practice, this paper presents a data point relevant to policy makers on whether small firms should necessarily be exempted from financial regulations or their enforcement on the basis of observed violations.

Collectively, our results indicate, at least in the context of backdating, that smaller firms are more likely to engage in illicit behavior and that prosecutorial motives make the observed investigations and prosecutions unreliable indicators for the purpose making policy recommendations regarding exemptions of small firms from regulation. It is important to note that what drives the prosecutorial motive to target larger firms is not important to our conclusions. Regardless of whether it is moral hazard, considerations of social welfare, or some other reason that lies behind motives for investigations, that larger firms are more likely to be targeted is sufficient to caution against using the data on investigations and prosecutions for policy prescriptions.

Our results indicate smaller firms are overly represented in the backdating sample and firm size, size of compensation, and financial performance are significant determinants of whether a firm will be investigated or prosecuted. These results show that small firms, although not exempted from regulation prohibiting undisclosed backdating, and although not less culpable than large firms, have been spared the bulk of enforcement. The results also provide evidence that the regulations have been enforced against larger firms disproportionately to their relative culpability. Although it is possible that targeting larger firms may be optimal from a social welfare perspective, prosecutorial moral hazard cannot be ruled out as a potential explanation for our results.
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